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DabnC')' Townsend, Hum~'s Aesthetic Theory: Tasu and Sentiment,
London and New York: RoutJedge, %001.

J-Iume's Aesthetic Theory is an Immensely stimulatIng book. Its main purpose
being to defend the view that taste and sentIment have an epistemologICal
starus for Hume. II also advocates that understanding Hume's aesthetic epistemology helps to understand Hume's philosophy as a whole. thus claritying
a serIes of disputed interpretive questions in the traditIon of Hume scholarshIp - questions concerning Hume's empiricism. atomism. and the theory of
ideas. for example. How so? The author argues that Hume's aesthetic and
moral theOrIes reveal the distinctive way in which Hume incorporates sentiment in the inner fahrIc of human thought, belIef, and action. They ascribe
an evidential role to sentiment, and thus become paradigmatic for probable
evidence as well. Townsend's more general claim IS that Hume's aesthetic
epistemology IS revealing of the complex psychological and non-mechanistic
rurn of Hume's empiricism. His specific claIm IS that, for Hume, sentiment
is eVIdential. and taste is normative. J·"s main task IS to demonstrate how
Hume proceeds epistemologically in the theory of aesthetics. Stages In his
progress Include a hIstorical and an analytical parr.
The first two chaptl'ts are hIstorical, ancl set the stage for the remainder of
the book, bringing Into fucus the originality of Hume's concepts of taste and
sentiment. They survey early modern developments, with a View to the contributions and challenges that came up as a result for Hume's own theory.
Hume's nuvel theoretical solutluns are VIewed in context as responses to difficultIes met b~' opponents and empiricist allIes alike. Shafteshurv <Chapter t)
IS the hIghlight, followed bv Hutcheson <Chapter 2), and other architects of
ancient and modern aesthetICS.
Townsend IS careful 10 show how challenges came up from all sides, in the
relentless attacks b~' theologians and rationalIst adversarIes. with their usual
complaInts' that sentiment leaos to subjectIVIsm, contIngencv, instabilIry, lack
of authorirv, even sinful huhm; in a word, that II makes knowledge impossible. According to him, Hume met these challenges with an epistemologIcal
psychology and aesthetics of sentiment thaI was superior to all else in the
empirIcist tradition In rwo significant ways: first Hume developed a more
complex psychology of sentIment; and second, he furthered the epIstemologIcal authOrIty of sentIment. The result was the ultimate vindIcation of the
empiriCIst view of taste as a pleasant emotion "nd as a full~' theoretical term.
Chapter J Identities Shafiesbu~' as the main source of the I-Iumean programme It compares and concludes that both shared the same basic inSIghts,
namel~' that morals and aesthetics rest upon an affective basis, passIon is a
respectable sourn' of jurigmenr, and taste is Judgment that responds to heaut\~
Also both had to grapple with the same questIOns: how IS taste formed? How
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can taste correct fancy? How to make it stable? And how to settle disputes? In
'Iownsend's final assessment Hume surpassed Shaftesbu,!: Hume's sharp focus
. on how passions arise from impressIOns and ideas - made it possible for him
to ground the passions In the perception of reality (a Lockean thing), and to
show how they are necessary conditions - the motive forces - to action, taste.
and to arriving at a conclusion. Townsend's conclusion is that Hume's analysis
alone could raise the passions to the level of epistemological necessity.
Chapter 2 traces the development of the concept of taste from antiquity
-lownsend notes that already In ArIstOtle taste is discriminative and subject
to positive and negative evaluation - to the modern age. This chapter brings
a large number of references and related concepts (style, manner, and individual artistic expression) to bear on the emergence of taste as a critical faculty of judging. In Townsend's words, during the process "sense becomes
more and more a direct Judgment, and taste its expression."
But vindicating the authority of taste is itself a laborious process.
Important sections in this chapter contrast Hume to Hutcheson, and Hume
to l)u Bos. Lnllke Hutcheson, Hume did not rely on an internal sense to
account for the perception of beauty, nor did he define beaut), as a simple
idea of sense. Unlike Du Bos, who substituted sentiment for argument,
Hume assimIlated sentiment to reason, and did not renounce argument. For
Hume, "sentiment is how one knows that an argument is correct."
The contrasts help identifYing Hume's differential. Neither a critical subjectivist, nor a mechamcist, hiS differential was a phdosophy of sentiment
th:lt proVided aesthetics with an epistemologICal basis even as It saved beau·
ty and taste (concepts that tend to posit special problems) as thick epistemological concepts. Thus taste was vindicated and empiricism provided with
the means to defend ItS more general epistemological tenets against critics.
In the remainder of Hilmes Aesthetic Theory 'Iownsend makes good the
claims of the preceding comparative historical outline. The sequence of chapters is, as follows: 'Hume's appeal to sentiment' (ch.3), The aesthetic/moral
analogy' (ch. 4), 'Rules' (ch. 5), and 'The problem of a standard of taste' (ch. 6).
'Iogether they constitute an impressive work of scholarship.
Chapter 3 centers on the aesthetic epistemology implied bv I Iume's aSSimilation of sentiment to reason. Having the theory of ideas as a starring point. It
addresses numerous issues. Townsend beginS by making explicit the aesthetiCS
implicit in the distinction of impreSSions and ideas. He construes their relations In referential terms. in this scheme ideas are referential to impressions.
This allows for a parallel between reference to external objects and reference to
aesthetic objects. An imitates, knowledge represents, and both are referential.
Art operates with ideas to cause Impressions - it makes use of ideas and
sensations to produce secondary impressions (emotions) - and a work of art
succeeds when it docs succeed In making the intended reference, As
Townsend affirms later in the chapter: )\rt Imitates life emotionally'. That's
how it has reference.
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Aesthetic responses Involve both a perceptual and an Ideational level.
The)' involve pleasure and judgment. AesthetiC theory must account for this
transition, and according to 'Iownsend J-1ume's concept of secondary impression IS the answer. A secondary impression is an emotional response mediated and intluenced by ideas and comparISons. Applied to beaury: beaurv is a
secondary ImpreSSion, It IS fclt and it involves comparison. It is an internal
emotion, and !"cIt as emotional qualIties of things and actions. Stable, It can
be made a standard ann can have an evaluative iunction. The emotion itself
has aesthetic authority. This finding will assist Townsend later in the discussion of normativitv.
For now Townsend concentrates on a few other consequences to aesthetics, such as the status of ficrions, audience response, and the work of sympathy Svmpathy effects the sharing of ioeas and impressions. In art. fictions arc
experienceo as real representations of subjects for sentiment. lienee art is
not deception. Townsend speculates that, for Hume, svmpathetic response
to fictions - or aesthetic experience - would probably value audience
response as a measure of a work of art's accomplishment.
In chapter 4 'Iownseml explores. as the title indicates. the aesthetic/moral
analob'v, or rather the analogies and disanalogles to be drawn from a comparison between aesthetiC and moral emotIOns. His checklIst includes strength
(calm, VIOlence), causal nackground (direct, Indirect), effects, and obJects of
the passions, J Ie places the oivide less in the perceptions themst:l\'es (they do
not divloe in two different kinds) than in the surrounding context and CIrcumstances, Due to them. moral emotions have a settled reference to characrer and effect action, whereas aesthetic emotIons ordinarIly do not. The
important finding In this chapter is that despite differences In their strength
and object, the moral/aesthetic parallel holds: both of them conSISt of decisIOns of taste, In reaction to facts, relations, and thl'lr ctfect on sentiment. It
moves Townsend's interpretIve project one more step ahead.
Chapter) IS anout rules: rules of tasle - their non·law-Iike and non-conventional character - their heing parachgm,llic of rules In general, ami their
securing cntiCism a place In the Humean sCIence uf human nature.
'Iilwnsend\ analvsls of rules of taste IS cxemplan' Rule and sentiment must
be reconciled if rules arc to operate and he followed. That IS possinle onl~'
hecause general rules do not spring from a source other than ImpreSSIOns ami
ideas of sentiment As Townsend notes, general rules arc themselves sentiments. In hiS words: 'Rules arc represenrallVt's of the hedrock of sentIment;'
ami they arl' 'OhVIOUS empinc.1I faets ralsu! to lht'level of causal expectation'.
In aesthetics and morals rules are causcs that actuatc pasSions. Thruugh
regulant~' and e:o;penation the~' ex lend cmotlonal response One alternative
to rules is svmpath\; It tou extends emotlolh, hut through Imaginative transference, repetitIon, and associ:lllon.
Rut general rules do nor slmpl~' shorthand npt'lution based on the experience of past reb'lliar aSSOCiatIons. Cases of unphiiosuphical prohabllitv, they arc
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often carried beyond their foundation, and need control. Townsend interprets
the problem of a standard of taste as a matter of finding ways to control rules.
By the end of chapter five Townsend has secured a firm epIstemological
basis for Hume's aesthetics. He has shown how causal processes arc embedded In rules of taste. And he has indicated how rules can run out of control
and be In need of correction. A discussion of the standard of taste is the next
and final step, in chapter six.
Chapter () is entirely dedicated to 'Of the Standard of Taste'. This is an
excellent choice, for now an interpretation informed bv the detailed work of
the previous chapters can be attempted. In Townsend's view, I-Iume's main concern in 'Of the Standard' was with the standard, and not with taste Itself At this
pOint, Townsend expects to have established that particular taste, that taste
itself cannot set the standard. He contends that critics endowed wIth common
sense and delicacy, who project the ideals to which Judgment IS to conform, set
it. for him, lIme-tested rules and principles against which correct and incorrect
taste can be measured arc the standard. And CrItiCS apply them.
To me, Townsend's conclusion came as a bit of a surprISe, espeCIally his
emphaSIS on the necessity of a facror exterior to taste to provide the standard. Perhaps a weaker concept of standard would comtortabl~' allow us to
settle for a view more accepting of relatiVism and less Indifferent to the sentimental responses of all involved. I find It difficult that, In a true Humean
spIrit, one would be willing to acknowledge any authority that did not
include the pOSSibility of. given more dialogue, shared sentiments.
Rut thc last chapter. much like all of I(umes AeJthetic Theory is rich and
complex. Original and thorough. it opens new avenues to the understanding
of Hume's philosophy

Livia GuimaraeJ

Ruth Lorand, At!Sthetic Order: A Philosophy ofOrder, Beauty and
Art, Routledge Studies in Twentieth Century Philosophy, London:
Routledge, ~ooo.

Ruth Lorand's book on aesthetic order IS a verv. we!come and useful studv. In
the field of aesthetics. It is at once traditional and original: its themes take us
back to Plato and beyond, but ItS questions arc addressed In new and fresh
wavs. It is nut polemical. iconoclastic or reactlllnary. since It docs not deal
with the recherche theones that have been such a famIliar part ul the philosophy of art in the last twent)' years. Rut it IS nevertheless ground-clearing:
Lorand's 'inquiry into the nature of heaurv and art' IS one In which the con-
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cepts themselves cstablish the parameters, and the questions that stem from
thinking ahout them direer the inquiry. Although the starting point of all her
investigation is the aesthetic expenence. J.orand's method of analysis relics
to a significant extent on logical and mathematical structures. We are thus
presented with a very clear and comprehensive thesis, and a considerahle
amount of intelligent refleerion. Discussion of the literatun: is usually relegated to the foot notes, especially in Part I I of t he book, which contaInS the
bulk of Lorand's argument (part I spells out the ideas of order, Part I I I
applIes them to art). Views from the history of aesthetics generally playa
supportive and c1arillcatory role, except for those of Bergson, whose distinction between geometrical order and vllal order is singled out for diSCUSSIOn
in Part I I. and Kant, whose views about heaut)' and art must still be
addressed. Lorand's applIcation of her theory shows respect lor, sensitivity
to, and comprehension of the vast range of matenalto be included under the
heading 'art'. There is a fine bibliography and a delIghtful index (for those
who lIke to tour a book from 1lS themes).
Lorand's basIC thesis is that the aesthetic expenence is an experience of
beaury, and that the principle of heauty IS a special kind of order, which
J.orand Inltlallv calls 'lawless order'. The theSIS reqUIres Lorand to argue
both that there is such a thIng as lawless order and that it is distinct from the
'discursive order' familIar to us in logic, mathematics and systematic
thinking. The maIn aim of the book IS to c1anfy what lawless order IS and to
show why It deserves to be conSidered as the prInciple of aesthetics, that is,
why it should be called aesthetic order. The prInciple of aesthetic order is
then applied as a sort of subvention to the question of heauty, which had
been temporarily put aside. In order to hegin the inquiry, however, we must
at least adopt a certain attitude to beauty, for it is not uncclntroverslal to
claIm that It IS the basis of aesthetic experience. J.orand is cautious about
this. Her provisional altitude toward heauty is to make the concept inclusive
of all aesthetic experience It is thus paradOXical. It can be saId that the elements of a beautiful objeer 'complement each other and are rightly Situated'
hut 'there are neither constitutive nor stlpulative rules that govern heauty'
(p.I). The only IIrm assumption here is that aesthetic obJects are composite
(not a very controversial assumption. though some have ar!,'lled that silence
and emp~' space can he aesthetic objects). nut the qualification about the
lawlessness of heautv shows how weak the notions of complementarity and
nght situation arc intended to he. It seems to me that Lorand\ prelImina~'
conception ofbeau~' contains only what makes an object aesthetic: that it is
attended to and is in that sense attractive. This IS so general an idea, and so
little Indicative of the content of most conceptions of heau~'. that It might
have been beller to elide beauty from the purely aesthetic theory from the
stan. and treat aestheric experience (IIrectly as an experience of order. The
question of beauty's place In art would then he more difficult. of course, for
thc' concept would have to be esrablIshed IndependenrlY of the analvsis of
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order. If that were the case, beauty might turn out to be an essentially nor·
mative concept (as It was, for example, for the ancient Greeks). Bur Lorand's
definition of beauty In terms of aesthetic order has the implication that
beauty cannot he a normative concept. There is not much diSCUSSIOn of this
point in the book, and it would be interesting to see what Lorand would have
to say about it.
Part I of the book discusses the concepts of order and disorder in general.
Readers who arc Interested primarily in the philosophy of art and who have
little background in logic and mathematics mav find this part of the book,
and much of Part I I, diftlcult. Bur Lorand clearly has taken great pains to
explain the concepts involveei and to provide instructive examples. The discussion of order in general is a necessary prelIminary to showing that there arc
at least rwo types of order. Lorand's main task in chapter I is just to identify
the most general properties of any order. These are: complexity, relation. and
degree. Rv complexit,y IS meant just that in any order there must be a set of at
least two elements to stand In that oreier. The relation hetween clements that
stand in an oreier IS eidined by the ordering prinCIple of a set. And degree is a
measure of the coherence between a set and its ordering prinCiple. (Degree,
Lorand points out, is not actually a property of all orders-for example there
arc binary orders, whose principles rigieily determine a class-bur it IS a property of all quantitative orders. which arc the orders with which most of the
book IS concerned.) The diSCUSSion of disorder In chapter 2 touches on
notions that wIll probably be much more familIar to most readers. Lorand
reminds us of the many wavs we can think ahout disorder: there is the simple
state, absolute homogenem', which is an absence of all order (since order entails
compleXity). There is the disorder that comes from lack of limn, there IS raneiomness, there is disconnection, conflict. chaos. Consideration of these kinds
of disorder leads us to refine our understaneilng of oreier anei disoreier In
general. We ohserve that ahso]ute order and <IIsorder arc Inconceivable We
note that oreier and eilsorder have some common features. The value of this
discussion. I think. is that It prepares the way for accepting that the aesthetic
relations Lorand descnhes in the expetlence of beaut~· constitute a kind of
order. aesthetic oreier. Rut Loranei docs not put n that wa~·. Rather. she says
that understanding disorder IS important to explaining the process of creation
and the function of an. L'nfortunatcl~'. not enough IS saul ahout this In the
book to allow adequate consleieratlon of that dum
Part I I cames out the main task of the book. which is to proVide a definition and analysis at aesthetic order. There is an illuminating discussion of
Rergson and a thorough. difficult analvsls of aest hetlc order. I shall not
diSCUSS either of those things here: nOI Rcrpon, because that would be a
digression. nor t he anal~'sis. because to do lust IlT to It. e\'en in descnption.
would require much more space than thiS n"'ll'W affords me. Instead I will
concentrate on trying to make clear the two kinds of order that Lorand discusses. We have already ohserved that an\' order IS complex That means it IS
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compo~ed of a set of clements. These elements stand m a rclation to one
another. The rdation is given hy the ord,'r;ng pr;ncipl,' of the set. Rut the
orclering principle and the set themselves stand In a relation to one another:
the orclermg principle can he extern,Ilto the scI. or it can he ;nternal to It. If It
is external, the ordering prinCIple can be understood apart from any particular case. For example, I can express the positive whole integers an the order:
I, 2, 3, etc., and when I do ~o I order them according to a principle of ordlnal itv. Bur onimalltv IS a principle that I can applv to sizes. colours (an terms
of wavelength). and a vanny of other things. I can order my email messages
hy date, topic. pnoritv, or an~' numher of principles that could be u~ed to
order other thang~. And I can consider time or sequence as ordenng princlpit's without thinkmg of dn~' particular thmgs that will he ordered by them.
If an ordering prmciple IS Internal. however. then it cannot be separated
from the particular set in which it is found and cannUl be understood an
abstraction. It IS logicallv possihle that there he such a thang as an internal
ordenng principle. but \'(Iestern phllosoph\" with It~ emphasis on abstraction
and theon', has found the Idea both uncongenial and Impenetrable, and thus
there are controvnsles ovn any putative example of an internally ordered
set (skeptics will argue an any speCific case either that there IS an external
principle or that there IS no order). A common antultlon IS that organic
forms arc ordered h~' an Internal principle: the~' arc hased on 'inner forces or
structures that detnmine the nature of the ohJect from withan'. Whether
this is so or not (Lorand POintS out that the concept of organIC form exhihits
great vanetY), organic form can't serve as the categorv of "esthet;c order,
because It lacks the quantitative aspects necessary for evaluative comparison.
Lorand arh'Ues, however, that beauty is ordered hy an Internal principle. one
which does have quantitative aspects and IS therefore capablc of standing as
the prmciple of aesthetIC order. The principle of a heaultful order is Intcrnal
because noveltv. is an essen! ial feature of heautv, and this noveltv. cannot bc
captured by an~' " prmr! pnnclples. The remamder of Part II contains the
analyses of aesthetic ordcr (the Internal orderang pranClple of heauty).
The Ja~t pan of the book, Pan I I I. contaans 'aesthetic queries', diSCUSsions of heaurv and an. Thc tirst chapter an this part, 'understandang Beauty'
is maanlY a repl~' to Kant I.orand argues that Kant was mistaken an making a
distinction hetween free and dependent beautv. and she also argues that
Kant was wrong to ~uppose that ae~thetlc Judgment IS disanterested. In her
\'Iew. al'stheltc appreCiation requires Interest In the detads of an ohJect as
well as in It~ context. Although the replJl'~ to Kant arc well grounded and
thorough. the more Interestang pan of thiS chapter IS Lorand's discussion of
the opposite~ of heaur:' A~ With her di~cu~~lon of the various kinds of diSorder, her treat ment of the oppmltes of beauty ~heds new light on the
concept ofheaur:' it~elf \X;l' are trl'atc,d to discus,iom of 'the ugh'. the meanangless, the kll~ch, the bonng, the ansignificant and the Irrelevant' (P.248), to
give t he full list.
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The last chapter of the book, 'Odlning Art', is the most accessible but
perhaps also the most controversial. There arc wonderful discussions of the
constitution, motivation. function. value. and metaphysIcs of art. But there
is bound to be opposition to Lorand's claim that 'art is the product of the
intentional effort to create beauty' (P-30S). As defInitions of art go. I think
this is a considerable one, and I certainly agree that art should be a production, involve intention and realise beauty (although this last condition is
bound to be controversial if 'heau!!" is understood as anything more than
aesthetic interest or attraction). But I think it may well he argued that the
artist works, at least sometimes, with only vah'Uely apprehended intentions
and that the creation of beauty is not necessarIly one of them. Artists are
often driven by a sense of completion. or dramatisation, or improvement. or
destruction. or of the texture of reali!!', and not so obViously hy beauty, even
in Lorand's weak sense of aesthetic attractiveness.
Had it not been for the chapters on beauty and art which close out the
book, it would have appeared much more Interesting to a mathematician or
logician than an 'aesthete'. ThiS pOInts out one of the problems With the
term 'aesthetics' which may variously be taken as having to do essentially
with art (a narrow sense) or merely with the logic of perception in general.
Books about aesthetic theory in the latter sense often have little to do with
art, except insofar as their results specify how the appearances of works of
art are to he understood as "ppearances. By making the anchor of her theory
the concept of beauty Lorand shows that she refuses to separate the two
senses of aesthetics. She is committed both to understanding the logiC of
beau!!' (conceived as a property or result of a kind of order) and the beauty of
art as a sensual experIence. The question that remains is whether in applying
the idea of an internally ordered sct to the concept of heauty she has
explained the attraction of art.

Eugenio Benitez

Jerrold Levinson ed.,Aesthdics and Ethics: Essays at the
Intersection, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 199 8 .

There are ten articles in this hook. 'lntroducllon: Aesthctics and Ethics' by
Jerrold Levinson, 'Three VersIOns of Ohlectlvit~·: Aesthetic. Moral and Scientillc' by Richard J'vliller, 'Acsthetic Value. Moral Value and the Ambitions of
Naturalism' by Peter Railton. 'On Consistency in One's Pcrsonal Aesthetics'
by Ted Cohen. 'Art. Narrative. and Moral understanding' by Noel Carroll,
'Realtsm of Character and the Value of hCllon' by Grcgury Currie. 'The
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EthICal CritiCiSm of Art' by Berys Gaut, 'How Bad can Good Art Be by
Karen Hanson, 'Beauty and Evil: The Case of Leni Riefenstahl's Triumph of
the Wilt by i\'1ary Devereaux, and The Naked Truth' hy Arthur Danto. In this
revIew I discuss half (five) of the article~ in the anthology and leave the
others alone. Before I do that. however, let me say a few words about
Levinson's introduction. which docs an excellent job of presenting the
volume to the general reader. Its summaries and comparisons are superb:
detailed, careful, sympathetic, insightful, and eminently fair. In every case,
without failure, Levinson has a good grasp of the main pOints of the article
he presents. He IS an ideal editor: every paper he Introduces is carefully
artcnded to in a preCise yet kind way It is one of the most helpful introductions I have ever seen.
The lead article of the anthology, 'Three Versions of Objectivity: AesthetIC, Moral and Scientific' by Richard \XI. Miller, argues that of the two critena of objectivit~, met by SCience, subject-Independent truth and eplstemic
unIversality, aesthetic and moral judgments secure the first albeit not the
second. Moral and aesthetic evaluators can make non-perspectlval judgments
(they arc allowed to state 'p' rather than only 'w me, it looks as If p') but they
do not attain univer~ahty, for they must concede that the contradicting judgments of the object appraised need nor be defective (biased, irrational, or
flippant). That degree of objectiVity of moral and aesthetiC Judgments,
although it does not reach the height of ohJectivity that can be claimed by
SCience, IS vet enough to secure their intersubjectlve standing as genuine
non-merely-autobiographical appraIsals of matters of fact.
An author who adheres to such a position must explain how aesthetiC
evaluations that arc not hased on metlculously applYing rules and principles
to the case at hand (as moral judgments are), but on a spontaneous reaction
of an observer, can attain obJectivity. In any sense of the term. Miller's
strategy of addreSSing t his Issue is based on what he takes to be a Kantlan
pia)', but in what follows I shall argue that It IS not one at all.
Kant held thar we find some object~ aesthetically pleasurable because
thev are intuition-made Items that we see as apt for the apphcation of a
concept. The presentation of such objects brings about a state of harmony
between our two cognitive faculties, intuition and the understanding. Since
that congruence is. Kant says. a precondition of our cognIZing anything at
all, an object that makes us feel that accord IS pleasurable as such, as an
object, regardless of the kind of object it is and the usc we make of It in the
service of our Interests The objectiVity of the aesthetic is based on an
(allegedly) essential trait of the human cognitive mechanism.
~'I Iller's definition I~ ~uperficially SImilar. He Identifies aesthetic enjm'ment as 'the enjoyment of a learnInglJke response that docs not aim at truth
or practICal attainments' (p. 2j). Instead of t he neologism 'Iearnlnghke
response' one may say. 'experience', for experience, being Intentlonal (it is
an expenence of something) is a way of being acquainted with ItS inten-
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tional object. So, we are to identify aesthetic pleasure with experience that
is not aimed at truth or practical achievement. This echoes Kant, who held
that an aesthetically enloved obJect IS enjoyed as such, regardless of how far
it advances our knowledge and practical interests, Yet what Miller says is
different: he stipulates that if I experience x With an aim to advance my
knowledge or practical attaInments, I cannot enJoy x aesthetically, That is
not Kant, and, also, it is surely false. I read the score of Beethoven's Grosse
hlge,op. 133 because I have an examination in which I have to demonstrate
my knowledge of Reethoven's later works. In perusing the Grosse Fuge I aim
to expand my knowledge and advance my practical Interests, yet there is no
reason why, when I experience it, I cannot enjoy It aesthetica\l~'. The same
IS true of anything else I experience: surely. a geologist inspecting a rock for
signs of oil may admire its beaun'? No aim can he so InJurious that It desensitizes its pursuer to the aesthetic features of the Inspected object. Miller
states that aesthetic enjoyment cannot occur unless 'in the enjoyed process
I am not actually engaged In finding further truths or gaining practICal or
moral Insight' (p. 44). As we saw, that is false.
The other part of Miller's ciefinition vcers even furthcr from Kant, anci
gets bo~ed ciown in the treacherous marshland between Kant and Siblcy,
where poor I.A. Richards has been seen last, in the Nineteen-Thirties.
Sibley's position is clear and cogent. aesthetic appreCiation (enjoyment or its
opposite) is appreciation of aesthctic properties of an ohject, x. The obJectivltv of aesthetic judgment is grounded In the objectiVIty of the aesthetiC
properties Judged. That view allows for aesthetic grading, for aesthetic properties range from the ven' negative to the very positiVl' ones. Kant, who
denies that aesthetiC properties arc obJectIve, grounds the objectivity of the
aesthetic Judgment in ItS form: Ideallv, all appraisers aesthetically appraise x
in the samc way because x puts them Into the same psychological state. That
view does nor lend itself to gradIng (In the case of pure, non-conceptualized,
beaut~'), for degree of pleasure may varv between Incilvlduals. ObJectiVity of
judgment extends onlv to the evidence that the cognitive faculties arc shown
as ready to Intermesh. That position IS clear and cogent, too.
i\'liller wants to rransplant Slhlt·~"s grading Into a Kantian terrain. He says:
'llow much value J work possesses IS determIned b~' the highest such response
11 can ascertain on a scale dctermIned hv how much an Intelligent. morally
snious person would care about varIOUS kInds of aesthetic responses' (p. 2i)·
\Xle arc to belIeve that there arc many kinds of aesthetic enjoyments, that
IntellIgent. morallv seflous people wIll gracie them In the same manner, and It
IS possible to determine. for each case when a pnson Incurs aesthetic enjoyment. of what kInd 11 IS. and hence what is liS gracie on the said scale. Rut that
IS a mvth, most effectlvelv and declslvelv deuunked \'Cars ago hy George
I)ickle. Indeed, we aesthetlcallv enJ()\' different kIncis of things, which can be
shown, upon analysis. to possess various rlegrees of aesthetic excellence. Rut
what champIOn of Introspection can map and cataloh'Ue kinds of aesthetiC
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enjoyments? \Ve do grade artworks for aestherIc value, but not through hearkening to experiential stirring~ and gauging theIr intensity. A comparative
analysis of texts may show why piece x is better than piece y by pOInrIng out
their aesthetIC propertie~, not by counting reader's heartbeats.
AccordIng to MIller, 'when one reflects on an enjoved process of taking in
a work that has a bearing on aesthetic value . . . terms for processes of
learning become apt: mystery and solution, the discovery of surprising implications, the deepenIng appreCIation of the potential, the absolute encompassing of tense ambiguities, the di~covery of order in apparent chaos, and so
forth'. (p. 39) Reading such ps~'chological renditIons of structural descriptIons gives one a sense of deja VII: is that not the ploy Beardsley used in hIS
later years, when his erstwhile subjectivism came under attack <e.g., by
DickieP Did he not say that psvchological processes have aesthetic properties) But that ploY was clearly doomed. If you go the Sibley way and admit
the realm' of aesthetic properties, the objectivity of aesthetic judgment is
ontologlcally secured. The reason to adopt a Kantian gambit IS that it seems
to ground the objectivity of aesthetic Judgment without paying the ontologIcal price exacted of Sibley followers. j'vliller's language In the above passage
appears purely psychological, he seems to characterize and grade experIences
only. not artworks and other candidates for aesthetIC Judgment. (e£.: 'the
learninglike process one enjoys can be more or less sustaIned, complex, or
surprising', p. 40: 'if. listening to the quintet. I responded to the achievement
of coherence in the face of constant shIfts, the work has value', p. 45: etc.)
But that appearance I~ a sham. Mvstery. solurIon, tense ambiguities, order
and apparent chaos, etc. arc all structural features of texts and we can point
them out ami argue for theIr existence by consulting those texts only. The
experImenter who will lIne up 'ratIonal and morally serious' peoplt: and ask
them to list what experiences they have had when they lIstened, e.g., to the
Grosse J-ilge will get only a chaotic array of various bodIly sensations, stray
thoughts ami emotions The only way to aesthetically grade art works is by
attending to them, not to the fluctuations of psychological pacers implanted
In some 'rational and morall~' ~erious' notables Miller's limited objectivism is
not Kantian: more than anvthing else, It is a reYlval of I. A. Richards' speculatIve psvchologism. I do not thInk it has much better pro~pects than those
uf its venerable forerunner.
Miller's argument that science, unlike morality, has universal vaIiditv, is
that ';I mhilist could understand our moral discourse well enough to deny
that anythIng corresponds to It', but a skepllc who has no inclinatIOn to
admit that 'current experiences represent the present environment' cannot
understand our scientific discourse at all (p. 32). I demur. on both counts.
FIrst, the saId indInation IS not required. One may adopt the thesi~ that our
experIences accurately represent the environment as an explanation of their
occurrence. That hypothesis is SImple, elegant and powerful, so it is methodologically Indicated (at least primarily). A natural indInallOn to adopt that
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hypothesis is handy, but scientifically irrelevant. Second, rational agents an
for reasons. and must consider the justification of their purported actions
under conditions of uncertainty and conflicting goals. Such considerations
cannot take place without a battery of normative concepts (e.g., what goal
Justifies what means). Thus. if one were sincerely to deny that any norms
ever apply. we would have to conclude that this person docs not understand
the normative discourse.

Ted Cohen's brilliantly Original article 'On Consistency in One's Personal
Aesthetics' discusses the systematic consistency of aesthetic judgments,
hence the availability of ohjectlve Justification for such judgments, from an
entirely new angle: leaving aside the question of their intersubjective universalisahility the author pOints out that even the aesthetic preferences of a
Single pcrson arc expected to makc a coherent whole. That IS, doubtless,
correct. Only few people have a well-developed, systematically Inter-supporring bod~' of beliefs, but the consistency and coherence of one's system of
desires is essential to the very notion of personhood. '-laving a character, any
character at all, depends on having a personal system of ordered preferences.
So, Cohen is indeed right to point out that the consistency requirement with
respect to aesthetic judgments can be made independently of the issue of
their intersubjective status. Radical relatiVists who deny that aesthetic judgments are subject to rational critique of an~' kind undermine. therefore, not
onl)' the intersubjective status of aesthetics but also the very notion of the
person as such.
It is t'ar less clear. however (Cohen points out) whether that kind of contextual critlCJue requires that there be some general reasons for aesthetic preference, even in one's own case. Cohen asks: '1)0 we believe that If there is a
coherent aesthetic personality bClng exhibited, then there must be some
IprinciplcJ
. which explains its coherence? And what if we cannot find it?'
(p. 122) In thiS connection Cohen discusses Isenberg's thesis. that there can be
no general rule R such that if Rx then x IS aesthetically good. Applying it to
one's own case, Cohen says. it is always possihle for a person A to believe he
likes x hecause it is R. and then find some y such that Ry and yet he does not
like y. According to Cohen. to preserve consistency A will withdraw the claim
that R makes x likeable 'deciding that although Rx and Ry, it is not, after all,
because at' Rx that A likes x. And thiS leads to some dlscover)~ R ·x, as the real
(p. 117). The same problem now recurs with respect to
reason why A likes
R·, and so on ad infinitum
One ma~' argue, against Cohen. that the ahove situation need not lead A to
draw the conclusion that 'it is not, after all, because ot' Rx that A likes x'.
Another conclusion may be that x is ot' kind F. and for items in that category
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being R is an exCt:llence, while y, on the other haml. i~ of kind G, and for G~
being R IS a blemish. Thus it IS quite possible for A conslstentl:-- to like x
because it is R and dislike y hecause it is R. Does that move refute Cohen's
argument) I do nor think so. Ted Cohen would reply, I presume, that on the
ahove account. A's reason for liking x is not really that Rx, but. rather, that
Rx&Fx, and R&F IS ,ust a property of the kind Cohen called 'Ro'. That new
property, or justification, or reason, is now subject to the same Isenherglan
argument, from the beginnmg. And again an infinite regress ensues.
The correct reply, therefore, must he precisel:-- the one that led Cohen
gives. What Justifies my liking x (and, I will add, what justifies saYing that x
is beautiful) is that If fits U. v. and w. and not that there is a rule R such that
R(/I,v,w,x). That situation. however. is by no means peculiar to aesthetics; it
is common to all our judgments and ultimate justifications, be the.v m ethics.
science. or anywhere else. If there IS anything we learn from Wittgenstein. It
is this: that rules are unable to ensure a single way of applying them. Even if
you have a rule that guarantees, that if Rx then p. we still have the prohlem
of whether x is or is not R, that is. the prohlem of applying R. And it will not
do if we have another rule R' which regulates the conditions under which R
applies to x, because then we would need a rule R" to regulate the application
of R': this is a vicious regress. The way to avoid that regress. says \X!ittgenstein, is to sav that.\' is R If and onlY if It fits /1.1'. and U'. the Items to which R
has been applied in the past. Is there such a fit he~'een x on the one Side and
u,v,w on the other side' That. says WittgensteIn, is something we have to
sec; no rule or method can do It for us. There is no deciSIOn procedure to
mechanical Iv check whether R applies to x. hecause there are some interpretations of R on which Rx and other interpretations of R on which not-Rx'
Any rule attempting to tlX the interpretation of R can itself be interpreted In
man v wa:--s, and so the vicious regress starts anew. I think \X/lttgensteln is
right on that point: we can go no furt her than see /I.V.W..\' as fitting each
other, seeing them as pertammg to the same stvle. I therefore think that 'leo
Cohen IS nght, too.

Not'! Carroll's contribullon to this collection is his nchly documented
essay 'Art, Narrative. and Moralt;nderstanding'. That article, if I understand
it correetk advocates the highly reasonable theSIS that some artworks, especially those that Involve a narrative. have a moral significance In that they
can serve In the moral education of people amI In facilitating a change in
people's moral attitudes. The statement I liked most In thiS article, and with
which I entirelv <lgree. is this: '[ .. J reading narrative literature tvpically
involves us in a continuous process of moral Judgment. which continuous
exercise of moral Judgment itsdf can contribute to the expansIOn of our
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moral understanding' (p. (4). That statement IS ahundantly illustrated in
examples from many works of literature and the cinema, and the case Carroll
makes for it is indeed very strong. That IS the forte of this article. Cnfortunately, on the way to it the reader has to travel a very bumpy road. A great
part of the paper is devoted to a discussion of a view, allegedly held by some
writers (none of whom, however, is either named or quoted in any of the
article's thim' highly detailed footnotes) which Carroll dubs 'Autonomism' or
'The Autonomist PosItion'. Carroll is surely right to object to that VieW, but I
doubt that anyone would, or could, subscribe to it, so the many pages Carroll
devOIes to It seem bIzarre. According to Carroll, the autonomist 'claims that
there should be no moral assessment of art whatsoever' (p. 132). That is odd.
Every human activity can be morally assessed. A thinker may find some
activities morally laudahle, others morally deplorahle, and still others
morally neutral (dependmg on the circumstances of their exercise), but
surely no one holds that some human activity cannot or should not be
morally assessed at all! It may he (as Carroll holds) that some art makes us
morally better; it may be (as Tolstoy holds) that some art makes us morally
worse; it ma~' he that hoth claims, or else none of them, are true, Rut surely
it is impossible that the very question, whether art is morally benefICial or
detrimental. be 'of the nature of a category mistake' (ibid). \X/here IS the category mistake? I believe Carroll has to be wrong on this Issue.
Indeed, some aesthetlcians hold that moral excellence is irrelevant to aesthetic excellence (with Carroll, I believe that thIS is not always so), But that is
not the autonomist view formulated by. Carroll. Carroll savs:
. 'for the autonomist, an essential dltfl'rentiating feature of ast is that it is separate from
morality; that is the autonomIst's underlying philosophical conviction. Thus,
from the autonomist's point of view, that we make moral assessments uf
certain artworks is a m~'stery that must signal our lack uf taste or lack of understandmg' (p. 12i). That passage makes no sense to me at all. Take wrl'stlmg: is
it separate from morall~'? In one sense, It certamlv IS. One may plausiblv hold
that excellence in wrestling is independent of moral excellence, and hence it is
a catego~' mistake to confuse one's excellence as a wrestler WIth moral excellence. Yet that does nor imply the mcredible view that wrestling, as such, is
inherentl~' Impervl()us to moral evaluation, and thus pronouncing on mural
henefits and drawbacks of wrestling involves a category mistake, or lack of
understanding! Carroll says that, according to the autonumist, 'art has nothmg
to do With anything else. It IS a unique form of activity wnh its uwn purposes
and standards of evaluation' (p. 134). That IS a non sequitur. Take wrestling again:
one may hold that wrestling 'is a unique form of activl~' with ItS own purposes
and standards of cvaluatlon'; but who, in hIS right mind, will draw from that
that wrestlmg 'has nothing to do WIth an~1hmg else'? The howler IS due, not to
any mythical autonomists, but to Carroll a1unc.
I would nor have dwelt on Carroll's confused presentation of the vIew he
calls 'Autunomlsm', even though It occupies many of the pages of his article,
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were it not symptomatIc of a certaIn carelessness in this artICle as a whole. For
example, Carroll argues against Plaro: 'there is no cause to conceive of thl:
emotions and reason as locked in InelImlOable opposition. Reason - that is to
sa)\ cognition - is a constituent of the emotions rather than an alien competitor' (p. 131). Now, first, Plato's Reason cannot be equated with cognition.
Second. even if emotions require thl: use of reason, the opposite can he
denied, and hence plaIn reason, free of emotion. may still advocate a course of
action that IS opposed to the one suggested by one's emotIOn. Carroll's use of
such lame arguments is evident throughout his paper.
The core of the paper involves the question whether the study of narrative can be a form of moral education and, as I said, I thInk Carroll IS right to
answer that question in the affirmative. Yet hiS answer is highl.Y qualified.
His View, which he calls 'Claritlcatlonism'. is that we do not 'acquire Interesting, new propositional knowledge from arrworks, but rather ... the artworks In question can deepen our moral understanding' (p. 142). The artwork
makes 'audience members put together previously disconnected belief segments ... thl:Y are prompted to make connections berween thl: belIefs they
already havl:' (p. 143) How does a plav likl: Rl1is/fI In the Sun succeed in
changing the attitude of white audiences to African-Americans? It IS not a
matter of learnIng new propositions. says Carroll, for 'the white audience
already knows that AfrIcan-Americans are persons and that persons deserve
treatment as equals. [... J \X'hat the play succeeds In dOIng is to create a situation that encourages thl: audience to forge a salIent connection between
heretofore perhaps Isolated beltds' (Ibtd). It IS all so simple and nIce. Bigots
know that AfrIcan-Amencans are persons and that persons deserve treatment as equals (and what docs that ml:an, pray' All persons deserve l:qual
pay? Equal grades? Equal mates? Equal what;) To thiS mawkish moral mind,
the probkm ofblgors IS that thl:Y fad to put these two propositions together.
The play solves that problem for them b~' combining these propositions, and
so they now draw the inevnable conclUSIOn from the beliefs they held all
along: Aha' I now sec It c1l:arl)': if black peopk arl: persons, the)' should be
treated as m.v equals!
I thInk I need not comment on that m:lgni/lcl:nth- naive view of human
nature. That inveterate. bl:nign spinr IS prevalent III the artlck and crucial to
its 'Clarificatlonist' posnion. Apparentlv. not onlv hlacks. but homosexuals
too. were persecuted through the ages only because we were such bad logicians. held Inconsistent beltefs and farled 10 dr:lw the logical conclUSIOns
from the slmplt· beliefs we held all along. I.lbcraltsm IS a matter of logic. pure
and simple. 'For example. by callIng attentilln to and emphaSIZIng the fact
that gays and lesbians arc fullv human persllns lllle call often eonYince heterosexuals that gays and lesbians arc therell" lulh descn'lIlg of the nghts that
those heterosl:Xuals In qucstlon already hdin e shlluld he accorded to all
persons' (p. 14R). The trouble With that oh-sll-pretn' picture of human practices and bellds is that n IS utterlY false. I-undamentalists and other gay
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hashers do not deny that homosexuals arc fully human persons, just as they
do not deny that murderers and heretics arc persons. It is precisely because
they arc fully responsiblt: human persons, and yet engage in acts that the
higots consider abommations ancl perversions. that they arc jailed. lashed. or
(as IS still the case in some countries) executed. Carroll's conclusion is right:
artworks do change our moral attitudes. Rut they do not do that by
improvmg our logical acumen. aiding us to draw the inevitable conclusions
from pious, maudlin propositions we held all along. That argument has no
merit The Pollvanna sentiments it shows are admirable. but the reasoning
that supports them IS nol.

Currie's contribution to this anthology is brief. hold. and heautiful. It is a
highlv condensed article. bristling with ideas and original suggestion, and it
IS also masterfully wntll:n. It is a true gem. The baSIC question the article
poses is. what is fiction good for. and the answer suggested is nothing short
of this hold hypothesIs: 'fictions aicl our natural capauty to plan our lives' (p.
17 1). I-Iow is that' Relvmg on some psychological research and daringly
extrapolating. Currie argues that we learn how to countenance new, complex
situations nut through constructing theones ahout the likely behavior and
responses of others (that methocl IS fit for computers; it is far 100 complex
for us) hut 'bv ImaginativcIv projectmg myself mto their situations' (p. 175)·
Literature gives us opportunities to exercise our ahility to imagine ourselves
mto novt:l situations. 'ExperImental results suggest that people can improve
their performance on various tasks not only hy repeatedly carrying out the
tasks. but hy imdginin!!, carrvmg them out'. ancl thus 'imagmation helps us to
nt·gotiate. say. complex SOCial Interau ions' (p.J66). These ideas of Currie arc
highly reminiscent of the practin: that \X'ilhelm Dilthey. a hundred years
ago. called Das Verstehen - self-proJection that enables us to empathize With.
and hence to comprehend hy feeling it. what others sense, feel. believe.
desire, and intend to do. That makes fiction an exercise in human-style Itfeplanning.
An unclerpinning for that view is supplied in a noveltheor~' of realism in
Ilteraturt'. and the nature of literature in general. Accorcling to Currie. fictional characters art' like the people we meet in dad v life maInly in that they
'are capable of calling forth from us imaginative responses that arc similar to
those called forth bv our encounters with real people' (p. 16~); thus 'a work
possesses realism of character when it enahles us to engage In that same kind
of empathic understanolng with its characters. \X/hen we can respond that
WdllO its characters. we arc responding to fiction as to life' (p. 173)· Against
man~' aesthetlcians (e,g.. \X/alton) who deny that imagining mvolves our experIencing genuine emotion. Currie insists that our reaction to an imagined sit160
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uatlon makes us 'experience - actually experience, that IS - emotion' (p. 1(7).
As one who has long advocated that view I, of course, enthusiastically agree;
but, as indicated, Currie uses that feature ('calling forth a lIke response') as
definitive of realism in an. Currie's new definition of mimetiC realism is thus
through similarity. not of object, but of our reaction to it. That is a bold
move, an exciting suggestion that deserves close scrutiny (for one may ask
what explains that similarity of response if not a simIlarity between the
objects responded to?).
Given that underpinning, Currie can go on to suggest that mimetiC literature is supplYing us with an occasion for moral education. Cnlike Carroll in
the prevIous article Currie maintains that art may cause a thorough moral
change in us. Again, I tend to agree with him. Indeed, if realistic literature
enables us to 'engage in a systematic sampling of the character's life' (p. 170).
If being exposed to an is being exposed to emotional adventures that one
empathically experiences, then it IS no wonder that these new challenges and
encounters that occur when one proJects oneself into the fictive world can
deeply and Irrevocably change one's character, heighten one's appreciation of
and sensitivity to others. That IS 'how fiction supplements the moral lessons
of experience in a way that more expenence could not easIly do' (p. 170).
At thiS point. after having agreed with Currre down the line, I wish to regIster my first, and only, reservation against what I think is Currie's excessIve
optimism. On Currie's view imaginative art can make us only morally better,
never morallv worse; engagement in fiction is 'a reliable belief-forming
process or a reliable improver of moral capacities' (p. 178) and thus can be
said to give us moral knowledge. 'Most of us would be better moral agents' by
following Ilctional narratives, says Currie, (p. 1(4), because meeting fictional
characters is (as tar as reactIOn is concerned) a lot like associating with real
people and empathizing with them. 'In empathizing with others I come to
share their mental states, which powerfully reinforces my tendency to take
their interests into account (It ma~' also be that empathY IS the source of
moral sense .. .)' (p. 1(9) It is precisely because I agree with Currie's premIse
that I cannot accept hIS benign conclusion. Indeed, meeting with imaginary
people and empathiZing with them IS a powerful force that may bring about
moral change In one, but I do not believe that thiS change must always be for
the better. There IS such a thing as bad company. Associating with, and sympathizing with, great villainS need not change one for the better: it may
change one for the worse. It IS pOSSible for one to savor, first in one's imagination. and then perhaps crave and seck. kinds of satisfaction that the
moral Iv objectIonable protagonists of great literature notoriously indulge in.
It IS therefore true that great literature IS a great educator, and the expenences It offers help one mature and morally grow. But I think there is no a
pnori h'lJarantee that the said moral growth need be of the right kind. The
wa.vs of achieving aesthetic excellence need not tally with those of achieving
moral excellence.
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To my mind, Berys Gaut's contribution to this collection, 'The Ethical Cnticlsm of Art'. is, I think. exemplary of philosophical wnting at its best. It is a
clear, precise, pithy, formulation of a bold philosophical. highly mteresting
thesis that is accurately presented and lucidly argued for. No smoke screens, no
shady subterfuges and evasive maneuvers. The reader knows exactly what the
author claims and what are his grounds for holding that view. Needless to sa)\ I
love this article. I also strongly disagree with it: I think its core argument is
unsound.
Gaur names the thesis he advocates 'ethiClsm'. It is the claim that 'manifesting ethicall.Y admirable attitudes collnts toward the aesthetic merit of a
work, and manifesting reprehensible attitudes cOllnts agaimt its aesthetic
merit' (p. 182). I-laving a hIghly commendable moral stance is not a suffiCIent
condition for finding an artwork aestheticallv good, and a reprehensible
stann: IS not sufficient for finding it bad, but heing morally good counts
toward an artwork's having a hIgh aesthetic value and heing morally wicked
counts. according to Gaut, against it.
What is Gaut's argument for ethicism? I can do no hetter than quote
Gaut's pellucid formulation of the ar/,'Ument. It is this. 'A work's manIfestation of an attitude is a matter of the work's prescribing certam responses
toward the events descrihed. If these responses are unmerited. because
unethical. we have reason not to respond in the way prescrIhed. Our having
reason not to respond m the wa~' prescrihed IS a failure of the work. What
responses the work preSCrIbes IS of aesthetIC relevance So the fact that we
have reason not to respond in the wa~' prescrIhed IS an aCJlhNic failure of the
work. that IS to say, is an aesthetiC defect. So a work's manifestation of ethically bad attitudes IS an aesthetiC defect In It MllttlW mlltandis. a parallel
argument shows that a work's manIfestation of ethlcallv commendable attitudes IS an aesthetIC ment m it. since we have reason 10 adopt a preSCrIbed
response that is ethicall~' commendable. So ethlClsm IS true' (pp (l);-(,).
Gaut argues that the proper consumption of a gIven artwork calls the
consumer to perform certam mental actions There arc dements mitt he
reader is expected to enloy or he amused b\'. some pans in the work call for
its reader. listener. or spectator to expeTlence certam emotions: feelmg those
emotions IS called for bv the work and needed if one IS to appreciate the aesthetic merits of the work. Gaut brIefl~' argues against formalist aesthetlClans
and others (e.g.. K. \'\Ialton) who den~' that claim. hut I. as mdlcated earlIer
in this review, accept It: I thmk it IS l·ntlrel~· corren; so I shall not linger on
it any further and accept that dum of Gaut as sallsf.lcwrilv established. I
also agree with Gaut's claim that the adoption ot a lTrtam trame of mmd and
experienCIng certam emotions at certam times (c./;:. experienCIng pleasure at
the suffermg of others) arc suhjcct 10 moral e\'aluatlon. and thus. some of
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them are ethicallY enJoined while orhers arc morally improper and it is one's
moral duty to avoid them, not to engage in them So, I go a long way toward
accepting the premises of Gaut's argument. Yet the argument is not sound.
It is certainly not surprising that a product dictates what its consumer
should do in order properly to appreciate It; that Icarurt: is common to all anifacts. You cannot appreciate what is good about nails if, Instead of orivlng them
into a wall. you try to cook them; etc. An artwork IS a certain kind of artifact;
and like all other artifacts, there IS something speClllc yOU must do with it in
order to appreCIate It and be :Jhle to tell good artworks from had ones. Now,
the actions you are expected to perform In order to appreciate a certain
artwork arc. lIke all other acts, morall~' assessable, and some of them may rurn
out to be morall~' ohjectionable. actions that a moral person shoulo be
unwIlling to engage In. So far, then. Gaur is perfectly fight. But this is the last
POint on which he IS right. ano I hope It is now clear that the rest of hiS argument is Invalid: his conclusions do not follow from the premises that I hitherto
granted. ConSIder another artifact. sa~: a hanogun. That artifact is made for
one purpose: It is designed to kill people. Its oegree of excellence can be properly appreciateo onl~' if It IS used for that purpose: how fast ano how accurately
ItS user can kill other people and how many of them she can kIll using it.
KIlling people, however. is not a goud thing to 00. In the vast majofllV of cases
(some sa~~ alwavs) It IS morally reprehensIble Surely. yOU should not (except
under most exceptional CIrcumstances) usc ~'our handgun for the purpose It
was deSigned for, i.e.. 10 kill people RUI the fan that yOU shuuld nOl usc that
artifact In the manner proper to it IS Irrelevant to its degree of excellence as the
kind of artifact it is The sentence 'this is an excellent weapon; I hope you
never usc It' contaIns nu contradiction The goodness of a given artifact. as the
kino of artifact It IS. IS entirelv h:Jsed on how It functions when its user acts in
the manner proper to It. thaI IS. 10 the way that maximizes the effectiveness of
that devlcc. and IS entlrelv IOdependent of the question whether behaving in
that manner IS moral or not. Had Gaur been fight. the follOWing pastiche of his
argument quoted aoo\"l' would have been correct: 'The proper use of a gun prescribes certain actions If these actions arc unmemed. because unethical. we
have reason not to act In the wa~' prescflbed. Our having re:Json not to act In
the way preSCrIbed IS a failure of the h'Un. \Vhat actions the gun prescrihes is
relevant to its excellencl' as a gun. So lhe fact thaI we have reason nor to act In
the wa\' prescrihed IS a bilure of t he h'Un as a wet/pon. that is to say. is a defect in
It as a weapon. So a I-'Un\ Involving ethlcall~' had actions is a munition-like
oefcct in it MUI"//.( mUltifidi.'. a parallel arh'Ument shows that a gun's manifestation of an ethicall~' commendahle result. e g . ItS being incapahle uf killing. is a
merIt It has as a wcapon. SIOCl' we have reason to adopt a prescribed hehavior
that IS ethlcallv commendable'. Sure": lhat IS farcc. Hut then Gaut's ar!:-'Umenr
is no gooo. Cit her.
The POlOt IS general for all artifacts. -!ilkc a road: can there he a gooo roao
to a casInu' The usc Intended for that road. the position preSCrIbed for us to
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take with respeer to It so as to appreciate its goodness as a transportation
device, is travel on it in great numbers at various times of the day and the
night. Yet if gambling is morally wrong, then having a secure, fast and easy
way for a great numher of peopl~ to go to a gambling institution at all times is
a morally deplorable state, a state Inimical to the public good. Does thiS imply
that a road's I~ading to a casino in safety and comfort IS a drawback from a
pure transportational point of view, that being casino-bound IS a flaw in a road
considered as a mere device for public transit? Will putting sudden curves.
bumps and potholes in that road make It a better road? No, of course not.
The same holds for the aesthetic appreciation of artworks. An artwork is
aesthetically good if, when consumed in the prescribed manner it leads one to
experience aesthetic excellence. Now, that manner can be morally ob;ectionahle. Indeed. it often is: many great artworks manifest a stand (the hideous
morality of Dante's Divino Commedia, the arch-conservatism of Dostoevski's
Brothers Karamazov, the jingoism of Shakespeare's Henry V, the racism of Griffith's Birth ofa Nation. the sexism of Mozart and Da Ponte's Don Giovanni,
etc.) we should refuse to adopt. Given such a work we have two options. We
may either imaginatively bracket our moral sensitivity for a while so as to
consume it as intended, or else say that despite its aesthetic excellence. the
mental stance reqUIred for consuming it is so objectionable that it should not
he consumed (hy all people. or by young, impressionable people, etc.). Both
positions are reasonable. but it is not reasonable to conclude that due to its
moral depravity that work is not aesthetically excellent after all.
Apart from thIS main point there are a few other comments one would lik~
to make a propos Gaut's fine article. For example, on p. '90 Gaut claims that
since 'it is essential for a poem that it be compos~d of the particular words that
comprise It ... it is essential to it that it hav~ in it the particular leners that it
has'. I take It that by 'x is ess~ntial to y' Gaut means that x cannot survive the
elimination or change of ItS feature y. Bur then the ahove claim is hlatantly
false: as a speaker of English, a language many of whose words are speir now
differently than they were spelt in the past. and are spelt dlff~rently in different countries. Gaut should know better. His claim Implies, for example. that
it IS conceptually impossible the same poem should appear in a British and an
American antholoh'Y (due to the different spelling of some words), that we read
English and Scottish Ballads (due to the absence of definitive orthography),
etc. I am nor even sure that the presence of all the words IS essential to a poem.
That inJunction implies that a poem cannot be amended: strike down one
word and the entIre poem is annihilated. I admit that Croce did think so, and
so (lJd Goodman. but that is not the way we usuall~' speak, and on matters of
Identity ordinary use IS, I think. the last arbiter.
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